The humanitarian activities continued to perpetuate life in its various aspects, but some of the axioms of the events prevented the researchers from finding details in order to believe in their own faculties and to delve into the obvious rather than dealing with activities with a violent or violent dimension. We can develop caravans and build them within this framework is a continuous effectiveness and entering into the details can not be useful. However, most of these events need to be explored as part of the cultural history of the nations. The environment of the desert and its transportation requirements are different from other snowy and cold environments, for example. Each environment has its own cultural, linguistic and practical framework. Human activities in the region, a practice rooted in the foot of the emergence of the human communities themselves and the practice of the activity of life and economic in particular and find its depth in the Arabic language and cultural output, such as hair and criticism, which borrowed many words caravans and balloons, not to mention other areas of life.